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Tiger Brotherhood Elects Five Sophs
Motion Passed
To Elect Only
Sophs, Juniors
Five outstanding members of the
sophomore class were elected, to
Tiger Brotherhood, honor leadership and service society lor underclassmen, Tuesday night.
The men tapped are Ed Osbonue,
general science '44 of HardeeviEle;
Frank Leitner, mechanical engineering '444
of Aiken, Henry Simons
'44 of Charleston
Toby
Hance, textile engineering '44 of
Lancaster; and Howard Copelamd,
mechanical engineering '44 of Milton Village, Virginia.
The Brotherhood has in the ps.st
few years elected five freshmisn
each Spring, but voted this year ]|iot
to elect freshmen.
Instead, the
Brotherhood voted to elect at the
beginning of each year five juniors,
and at mid-term each year, ten
juniors and five sophomores. Twenty men will be elected to tine
Brotherhood from each class that
enters school.
The Brotherhood did not pass a
motion to eliminate that part of the
informal initiation that formerly
accompanied the formal initiation.

Weather Prevented
Cadets Parading In
Honor Gen. MfArthur

Begin Drawing
Blood For Bank
This Week

Dixon Announces
Taps Be Given Out
Beginning Monday
The 1942 Taps will be ready for
distribution to the cadet corps
by Monday morning, retiring
editor Jimmy Dixon said yesterday. In previous years, the
annual was not distributed until
after Taps Ball, but due to the
early closing of school, Spring
Inspection, and numerous other
activities, it
was decided to
distribute the publication before
the ball to avoid confusion.
However, issues of the yearbook
will be on display at the ball
as has been the custom in the
past.

Clemson students
this
week
started donating their blood for a
blood bank to be used in regular
transfusions and for civilian relief
in case of bombings.
Each student was asked to fill
out an application blank so that
he, provided the proper physical
requirements are met, might donate
hloo'd for this worthy cause. Members of the Pre Med Club assisted
in the classification work.
The plan is under the spoonsorship of the Medical Section of the
National Civilian Defense. Clemson
Surgeon Lee W.
Milford
is in
charge of the actual operation of
blood drawing here.
The blood taken from Clemson
students will be processed and stored in the hospitals
in Anderson
and Greenville, where adequate refrigeration facilities are available,
Dr. Milford said. The supply will be
available to the infirmary in case
of need, however. All blood will be
typed and tested for possible contagious diseases before storing.
Those students who are taking
part in athletics
and those who
have recently recovered from contagious diseases will not be accepted as donors, Dr. Milford sad.

Strawberry Leaf
Inducts Eight
New Members
Eight new members were named
to Strawberry Leaf, national honor forensic society, at a meeting
yesterday
The6 Gage, president,
said. They are Harry Mays, civil
engineering '44 of Columbia, Claude
Hipp, general science '44 of Greenwood, Ed Osborne, general science
'44 of Hardeeviile, Dick Breeland,
general science
'43 of Columbia,
Johnny Bolt, industrial education
"44 of Gray Court, Ben Hudnall,
general science '43 of Sumter, Jimmy Henderson, electrical engineering '44 of Greenville,
and Toby
Hance, textile engineering '44 of
Lancaster.
An informal initiation will begin as soon as possible, Gage said.

An inconsisiderate weather mian
once prevented the cadet corps from
parading in honor of one of the
world's foremost men of today ■—
General Douglas MacArthur.
In the fall' of 1933 the Clemson
cadet corps attended the ClemsonGeorge Washington football game
in a body. Among the events sche- Poole, Howard,
duled was a parade in which *Jae
entire corps was to pass in review Woodward Guests
before General Douglas MacArtbmr, At Army Post
then chief of staff of the U. S.
Army, on Pennsylvania Avenue, a.nd
Dr. Robert F. Poole, president of
then continue on
to the WBiite Clemson College, Coach Frank HowHouse to be received by President ard and "Uncle Jake" Woodward,
Roosevelt. Rain caused cancellation alumni secretary attended a meetof the parade.
ing of Clemson alumni now staI
tioned at the B. I. R. T. C. at Fort
McClellan Thursday.
Dinner was served at the Officers' Club and Lieut. Col. Lewis
A. Page, First Regiment, acted as
toastmaster and introduced
the
guests, Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Bissell
of Birmingham Alumni Association.
Seventy graduates of Clemson
who are now stationdH at the B. I.
R. T. C. turned out in a body to
welcome" the officers of their Alma
Eleven juniors were tapped today Mater.
into Tau Beta Pi, national professional
engineering
frateniilty,
president Earle Hammond said
Membership is based on scholarship, personality, and character.
The student must be in the tapper
eighth of his class in schollistic
work.
The new members are W. H.
Parks, mechanical engineering, HicDr. J. Rion McKissick, president
kory, N. C; A. L. R. Mayrlard of the University of South Caroelectrical engineering, McBee; L. lina, will deliver the Scholarship
N. Hendricks, mechanical engineer- Day address which will be held May
ing, Clemson; J. B. Gray, electri- 8 in the ampitheater.
The usual
cal engineering, Sandersville, Ga.; awards will be given to honor stuL. C. Adams, eelctrical engineering, dents.
Saluda; E. D. Roberts, electrical
Three
organizations
that will
engineering,
Athens, Ga.; R. L. sponsor awards
are Sigma Tau
Bunchanan, electrical engineering, Epislon for the highest ranking
Greenwood; F, X. Wallace, .me- sophomore in general science and
chanical engineering, Schenectfady, pre-medicine, Phi Psi for the best
N. Y.; H. Minnis, civil engineering, all around senior in the school of
Kappa Phi for
High Point, N. C; and L. R. Melll- textiles, and Phi
ranking
junior in
champ, electrical engineering, An- the highest
school.
derson.

Phi Eta Sigma Inducts Frosh
With Outstanding Records
Fifteen freshmen have been extended membership in Phi Eta
Sigma, national honorary freshsman
fraternity, L. H. Hance, president,
said. The intitiates were chosen on
the bases of character and scholarship, a grade point ratio of 7.5
being necessary for eligibility.
The new members include J. S.
Barber, entomology, Westminster;
W. D. Brackett, electrical emgineering, Florence; D. J. Brisnm,
chemistry, Washington, D. C; G.
W. Clark, "architecture, Asheville,
N. C; W. H. Derrick, pre-med,
Dacusville; A F. Griffith, chemical engineering, Montclair, N. J.;
E. B. Hadlow, chemistry, GrjienYllle; J. W, Heinz, pre-med, CUar-

lotte, N. C; A. F. Jacobus, chemical engineering, Columbia; L A.
Mclnnis, Clio; S. B. Pennington,
mechanical engineering; Atlanta,
Ga.; E. L. Price, Jr., electrical engineering, Moultrieville; N. W.
Ekinner,
electrical
engineering,
Greenville; C. B. Stewart, chemical engineering, Chevy Chase, Md.;
and J. F. Sutton, mechanical engineering, Columbia.
They will undergo an informal
initiation climaxed by the formal
ritual shortly before Honors Day
in May. Officers of the organization in addition to Hance are
Henry Simons, vice-president; J.
L. Johnson, secretary; and Frank
Leitner, treasurer}

Extensive plans for Clemson's biggest Visitors Day,
MaylO, were completed by the administrative and military
authorities yesterday. Present plans call for a speech by
Governor R. M. Jefferies, a full dress parade in white honoring Clemson mothers, concerts by the college glee club,
and concert band, and exhibition drills by the senior and
junior platoons.
The entire exercises will be held on Riggs Field this
year so that seating facilities will be available for the
thousands of visitors who annually flock to Clemson for the
parade and celebrations.
This year, as is the usual custom, all barracks will be
open for relatives and friends of the cadet corps and visitors are invited to inspect the rooms.

People

Honorary Cadet Colonel Wylene Pool will stand with the
brigade staff and review the
cadet corps as it parades for
thousands of visitors here on
Mothers Day.

Clemson Grad
Captured By Japs
On Wake Island

Tail Beta Pi
Taps Eleven
High Juniors

Honors Day
Speaker Named

Governor Jefferies Will Speak;
WAIM Will Broadcast Program

Clemson students began donating blood this week
to be used in a blood bank ' at Anderson and
Greenville hospitals. Pictured above is college
Surgeon Lee W. Milford as he, with the aid of
his assistants, drew a pint of blood from one
of the first students that volunteered as a donor.

In the lower picture the donor, inspects the pint
of Wood he has just given mixed with a saline
solution. The blood will not be kept here because of inadequate refrigeration facilities, but
will be available for use in the college hospital
at all times.

Payne Named Treasurer Of
Central Dance Association
Howard Elected
Phi Psi Prexy
Charlie Howard was elected president of the local chapter of Phi
Psi, national honorary textile fraternity, at the annual spring banquet Thursday night. Howard will
succeed J. H. Barton as head of
the local chapter.
Tom Croxen and L. H. Hance
were elected vice-president and
secretary and treasurer, respectively
at the same banquet. Lang Ligon
and M. D. Moore were chosen to
be senior and junior wardens, respectively.

Forensic Society
To Elect Tomorrow
The Colhoun Forensic Society
student literary organization, will
hold its annual election of officers
tomorrow night at a special meeting to be held in the Y. M. .C. A.
Club room. Immediately following
the election, the attending memberg will be given an open house.

^Five Others Named
By Retiring' Prexy
J. B. Payne, dairying '43 of Greenville, was treasurer of next year's
Central Dance Association in an
election Monday night.
Jake Colvin, president of this
year's CDA, also released the names
of other five members who, along
with Tom Stanley, textile engineering '43, the already appointed
president, will make up next year's
dance committee.
The other new members are John
Derrick, pre-med' 43, placing; Deas
Richardson, pre-med '43, decoration; Buck Miller, textile engineering '43, design; Malcom Craven,
agricultural engineering '43, publicity; and D. F. Allen, textile chemistry '43, floor.
Named in the same election were
five sophomores, who will in part
make up the junior committee next
year. They are Frank W. Leitmer,
mechanical engineering '44, Fen
Murray,
electrical
engineer'44,
Thomas H. Ryan, agriculaure '44;
Greeg Stanley, mechanical engineering '44, and Dale VanderVoort,
mechanical engineering '44,

Phi Keppa Phi
Accepts Three
O. B. Cannon, of the school of
general science, G. E. Williams,
textiles, and R. S. Woodhurst, architecture, were elected to Phi
Kappa Phi, national , honorary
scholastic fraternity for seniors, it
was announced yesterday by Dr. D.
C. Sheldon, sponsor of the organization.
Professor W. M. Wachter, instructor of mechanics and surveying, was elected to the society from
the Clemson faculty.

Askins Is Promoted
In Army Air Corps
John D. Askins, former student
here, has been promoted to the
grade of corporal. He is at present a parachute rigger at Geiger
Field in Spokane, Washington.
Askins left Clemson to join the
Army in 1941. He is a graduate of
Hartsville high school.

Captain Wesley McCoy Platt,
chemistry, '35, is the first Clemson
graduate whose capture by the
Japanese has been definitely confirmed by the War Department in
Washington. Captain
Platt, who
was in command of a company of
Marines in their defense of Wake
Island was captured by the Japs
after the tiny garrison was overwhelmed by superior forces.
The list released by the War Department contained 120 names, and
officials stressed that it was incomplete. It was obtained by the
International Red Cross and turned
over to the army provost marshall
general, Major General Allen W.
Gullion.
Included in the list of captured
was Commander Winfield SootJt
Cunningham, of the navy, who was
commander on Wake of the -navy
and Marine garrison at the time
of its surrender.
The American Red Cross reported
that mail addressed to prisoners
and interned civilians might be sent
by relatives and friends via regular
postal channels through the International Red Cross committee at
Geneva, Switzland.

Wilton E. Hall, publisher of The
Anderson Daily Mail and Independent,
who will present
medals to eight Anderson County mothers having four or more
sons in the services during the
Visitors' day ceremonies.

New Slip Stick
Eds Installed
At Banquet
The new staff of the Slip Stick,
publication of the school of engineering, was officially installed at
the banquet given for the old and
new staffs of the
magazinfl last
Tuesday night.
Guests .JHpsent
were: Mr. J. C. Little John, "iSfan S.
B. Earle, Professors R. L. AhlSR:
son, D. D. Curtis, F. E. Fernow, J?7
W. zurBurg, and Mr. William Altman of Anderson who printed the
Slipstick this year.
Editor Bill Parks presented the
retiring staff with leather
bound
copies of this year's five issues of
the magazine, and Professor F. W.
zurBurg made the presentation sof
initialed leather wallets. The former editor, F. S. Webster, received a
leather traveling bag. These presentations were made
to the old
staff as a reward for their services
this year.
Several short talks were made by
the members of the faculty present, and by visitors.

Minarets Present
Award To Soph
The Minarets, honor architeeura!
society, will present an award of
merit to the sophomore having the
highest number of points in architecural design at the end of the
semester, R. S. Woodhurst, president of the group, said.
The type of award will be decided up at a later date by members of the society. This will be the
first in a series of such awards to
be presented to outstanding sophomores in future classes, said
Woodhurst.
Present plans call for the presenation of the
award at graduation exercises.

ASME Taps Seven
Men Tuesday Night
Seven men were tapped to the
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers at the meeting of that
fraternity last Tuesday night. They
are: T. E. Killingsworth, Aiken,
L. H. Carey, Greenville, R. W.
Weingartner, Philadelphia, Pa., W.
J. Sears, Lynn, Mass., J. W. Young,
Bethlehem, Pa., F. R. Hickerson,
Morris Plains, N. J., and Ed Brooks,
Penns Grove, N. J,

Plans have been completed with
William Codding,
program director at radio station WAIM of
Anderson, for
broadcasting one
hour and thirty minutes of the Visitors Day activities. The broadcast
has been so arranged that it yill
include Governor Jefferies' speech,
music by the
concert band and
glee club, presentation of a service
flag to the college by
the local
chapter of Blue Key, and recognition of eight
Anderson County
mothers who have four
or more
sons in the services. These mothers,
one of them a Clemson mother, will
be presented .medals by Mr. Wilton.
Hall, Anderson publisher.
Campus churches
have
been
asked to move Sunday services up
one hour, from
eleven o'clock to
ten o'clock, so that the Vsitors Day
program will not
Interfere with
church services.
The climaxing
feature on the
program will be a full dress parade
in honor of Mothers Day. At this
parade the best drilled freshman,
corporal, and sergeant will Be presented with medals, and the Simpson Medal will be presentd to the
best drilled cadet. Rer.ognitiofc^will_
be given also
to the. best dr|Pf>
platoon in the cadet corps.
The complete Visitors Day program is:
10—11 A. M. Church Service?
11—1 P. M. Barracks Open \
1—2 P. M.
Dinner
The following
exercses on
Riggs Field:
2:45—3:30 P. M. Band, Glee
Club Concert
3:30—3:55 P. M.
Governor
Jefferies' and
Blue Key Flag
Presentation
4:00—4:15 P. M. Honor Anderson Mothers
4:20—4:35 P. M.
Battalion
Calisthenics
4:40—4:50 P. M. Junior Platoon Drill
4:50—5:05 P. M. Senior Platoon Drill
5:20—6:30 P. M. Full Dress**"
Parade
Supper for the cadet corps will bo
served in the college mess hall from
seven o'clock until eight o'clock so
that cadets may see relatves and
friends before they leave.

%OJidU—
Dr. Robert F. Poole, Clemson's
president, and Colonel Herbert
M. Pool, the Commandant, yesterday completed plans for the
biggest Visitors Day in Clemson history. The program will
be conducted on Riggs Field
so that the thousands of
spectators may be seated.

Those boys from P. C. sho' d<
know "The Book."
—Fai|
My, my! You look as happy as/
dead pig in the moonshine.
—Marf.
The corps will parade on Riff
Field.
~Po
Times getting shot.
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When The Time ComesTo what extent should entertainment be continued during these war days? This is a question that has been fre\
quently repeated. Everyone is anxious to do the right thing.
But what is the right thing.?
Should we do away with our dances, our movies, and
■our concerts, or should we continue with them just as in
fpeace time?
This is not an easy question. There are undoubtly two
sides to the problem.
We believe that as long as these things do not conflict
ith the actual progress of the war they should be held
now just as in peace time. As far as possible normal conditions should be maintained at these affairs, and certainly
oderation should be exercised.
The civilian morale must, be kept high and the war is
uch a strain that relief from it at times is absolutely neces■arv, Then too, since the enemy has ways of finding out
hat we are doing, it is well for him to know that we have
Luir chins up, that we are not downcast, but are smiling as
we make our victory march. We must remember that every
time one of these events is called off, it affects business to
a great extent, and unless business, not in conflict with the
war effort, is kept as normal as possible, employment and
the taxatiion program will suffer. A dance gives employment to many people as does a banquet, an athletic event,
etc. If all these things are cancelled then where will those
wfe%ft^n their 'iving through them get their pay, which in
turnfoes back in part to the nation in the form of taxes?
A number of these events contribute directly to the war
program in bettering physical fitness and affording opportunity for patriotic expression.
So, until the time that it is absolutely necessary, let's
not suspend our recreational activities, but when the time
does arrive, we can willingly make all sacrifices that are
deemed necessary by those who are in the position to know.

It's Up To You Professors
Some students are faced with conditions which force
I upon them underserved absences from classes. Professors
have rigidly marked students absent when they are tardy to
la class twice. All of the professors on the campus do not
jpractice this, but many of them do.
, -»^rhese same professors that raise such a fuss when a
student enters a classroom after the five minute bell has
rung, some of them, also have a very inconsiderate habit of
holding a class until the hour bell rather than dismissing it
when the five minute bell rings. A few of these stricter professors keep classes even after the hour bell has rung.
Now, if we had a vacant following every class, there
would be no kick, but the catch is that we don't. Many times
a student has one class on one side of the campus, then the
fc^ext on the other side.
Many professors and instructors use the time between
the five minute bell and the hour to make assignments for
the next meeting of the class. Others never start' closing a
lecture until they hear the first five minute bell. We don't
expect a professor to just break off in the middle of a lecture and let it go, at that, but we do believe that each instructor should time his lectures and quizzes so that the
class will be ready to leave the classroom when the first five
. rninurie bell rings.
every professor and instructor would practice the
fnerally accepted by most of the people in the college
?rtainly the tardiness of students could, and should,
fome form of punishment.
'As things stand now, however, one professor will keep
you overtime and cause you to be late for the following
class. Then the professor in charge of the second class
marks you tardy. This all adds up to the fact that we need
a set rule and a definite system. The professors can set up
the rule and set up the system by simply giving us time to
get from one class to another and then both students and
professors will profit.

Bring Your Friends—
\

!

Although Clemson's annual celebration of Mothers Day
is a little over two weeks away. The Tiger wishes to extend
a Clemson welcome to the people of South Carolina and ad^Vlining states.
We make this early invitation so that those of you who
ire planning on being with us on Visitors Day may make
you plans so as to include your friends. With the tire and
tasoline shortage staring us in the face it is only fitting
that the people who make the trip to Clemson bring along
>ome of their friends.
This year will mark the most impressive Visitors Day
ielebration at Clemson. For the first time in many years we
,-ill parade on Mothers Day with our nation at war. Theiv
tre bound to be many changes between this Mothers Day
nd next year's.
So, we urge you to come to Clemson May 10 and bring
ws^jf*Vds so that you and they may see what Clemson
bs. :ai American boys, are doing and have been do[}. are for their part of saving America and all the
she stands for.

i
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NfOTHIMC;
By JCDSON CHAPIN
A few weeks ago, Dr. George
Aull read a poem at Vesper services. It is a poem which I should
like to pass on to you. It has been
hailed as the "first classic of the
second World War." "High Flight,"
was written by John Gillespie Magee, Jr., 19-year-old RCAF pilot,
who was killed in action on December 11, 1941. His parents, Rev.
and Mrs. John John ' G. Magee,
live in Washington, D. C.
DEPARTMENTAL
(YOU can say that again department) The Foiman Bmble Bee
has this to say: "Barring an attack
of our old ailment (Spring feaver),
we will have ,a column next week.
Otherwise you can use that space
for scratch paper." Unquote.
(THE "You ain't lying" department j
Men's faults are many;
Women have but two;
Everything they say,
And everything they do.
(THINGS I always knew even
now) That some coeds would be
much cuter if they had more spic
and less span. . . . That if a gal
expects to win a husband, she
ought to exhibit a generous nature,
or else how generous nature has
been to her. . . . That drinking will
ruin your stomach, but that it
won't show if you keep your coat
buttoned. . . . That of Miss AI
Miss issue of the Johnsonian was
gargantuan in size and was swell
as Furr as it went. . . . That what
Judge Hardy said is the truth—
"Skirts should be like a newspaper
article . . . long enough to cover
the subject, yet short enough to
be interesting." . . . And while on
the subject, no one knows what
the short skirt will be up to next.
That one coffin went out with another coffin to get a bier.
—that with all the big boys named
WAR NEWS
for next year, he (oscar) is beHere is bad news for you jive ginning what he is going to have
platter fans. Within a month to talk about.
there will probably not.be any 35c
—osotr says—■
records for sale. Plans to abandon —that he (oscar) ain't never seen
the cheaper Decca, Bluebird, and so many clean shirts as was at
Okeh labels are being mulled over retreat last Friday.
—oscar saye—
by the various recording companies. You are probably all familiar —that there were darn near that
with the fact that due to the war many disappointed boys after S&B
production program, record pro- tapped.
-—oscar says—
duction has been cut 70 per cent.
This is due to the lacquer short- —that Lang finally got in someage and will affect Victor Bluebird, thing.
—oscar says—
and Decca twice as much as it will
Columia or Okeh. The later com- —that Milford is really a good boy
pany uses only a small amount cf at heart and he < oscar i is mighty
the valuable substance and has a glad he's gonna be one of the
three-yearthree-year
supply
on i diamond boys.
—oscar says—
hand.
—that with the bombing range out
Plans to reclaim old and broken 1 at Isaquena, he (oscar) wonders
records at 13 cents a pound have ,
hit a bottleneck. In all probality | what the boys are going to do for
this plan will be substituded with i some stamping grounds.
—oscar says—
a better and more effective one. —that it looks as if the new counWhen buying a new record, you | cil is gonna run dry next year.
will have part of the purchase I
—OiCBr says—
price knocked off if you bring in —that he (oscar/ is gonna be dry
an old used disc.
too, if'n he can't be wet.
NO DOPES
—-OSC.'ir says—
Advertisements are fast becom- j —that M. D. Moore thinks he's a
ing oddities in themselves. Coca j BMOC now, but he (oscar) ain't
Cola still entertains us every Sun- so sure.
day with the "Pause that Refresh- |
—oscar says—
es" and signs off with the sugges- ! —that Taps Ball ain't far off now,
tion that we guzzle one. We are | and he (oscar) is gonna be scoutgiven a tip to try one, as if we i ing around for a blonde with a new
could live without the darned bev- \ convertible.
erage. The announcer's efforts
—oscar says—
create a drying and choking effect , —that it might be possible to' find
in our throats and we all rush j the blonde, but there just ain't no
madly to the nearest soda foun- ; chance for the vehicle.
—oscar says—
tain for a dope, only to find that \
they have all been shipped over to ] —that "Goot" has finally gotten to
the Fuzzy Wuzzies and hot-n-tots serve that long needed "stretch".
in Australia and it is impossible —that Westervelt is in for the
duration—of the year.
to get one.
—oscar says—
ROMANTIC AIN'T IT
—that while he's on this subject.
The moon rises over the hilltop
The stars slyly peep from their Chris has more than whipped off
Thompson.
skies,
—oscar says—
He stopped the car, put his hand
—that he (oscar) wonders if Thompon my head,
And looked soulfully into my son is gonna take than Winthrop
gal back to see Chris.
eyes,
says.—
His lips moved ever closer to mine, —that from■—oscar
what he (oscar) can
The world seems bright and gather, Winthrop's
Junior-Senior
sunnX
is gonna be mostly Clemson.
Then into my ear, a whisper he
—oscar says—
sends;
—that Dick Morrow made a fool
No gas babe; you got any out of himself at S&B tapping.
money?
—oscar says—
SLOGAN
—that maybe he (Dick) will learn
The now famous slogan of the that bo-rats don't rate up here.
army air corps has been subjected
—oscar says—
to commercial use till the ramifi- —that Pig Thomas is still in an
cations such as these have come awful cute suction at Converse.
—oscar says—
into existence. The bakery business
has adopted the slogan "Keep 'Em —that any time Pig manages to
Frying." The undertakers adopted crawl out, he (oscar) will be glad
the epitaph "Kep 5Em Dying.'' to fall in.
The Kleenex Company says—"Keep
—that Harry Sturgis ought to
'Em Crying." The merchants blare
"Keep 'Em Buying," and the mar- donate the two-legged tank he
riage bureau peps up the lassies captured at Camp Long to General
MacArthur.
with "Keep On Trying."
AZER AND HILL, INC.
I see that the Johnsonian has
found a pillar of chivalry and
strength In one columist from the
Carolina "Fried Chicken." Mr.
James Hill obviously realizes which
side his bread is buttered on and
U. S. Veteran's
has this week editorially strengthened the cause of Azer and her
Hospital
crowd. And speaking of dear MarColumbia, S. C.
tha I finally made her column
Tom Clemson
again after weeks 6f utter silence
The Tiger
I was beginning to think perhaps
Clemson, S. C.
she did not love me any more.
NEWS ITEM-Man steals kiss j Dear Tom:
and is arrested. Court rules that it i It would be quite inconvenient
was not "Assault and Battery,"
and uncomfortable to lie on my
but merely "Indiscretion."
This innocent enough news item j back and thank all the cadets and
can possibly be the cause of many cadet organizations for the cards,
repercussions. For example, if the letters, telegrams and flowers sent
gal was good looking enough, and to me since I arrived at the Veterthe defendant in the case failed an's Hospital for Repairs.
to kiss her, in all probability he
They are really giving me the
will be charged with "Criminal "works". Among other things, the
Negligence." Or if he took his time X-rays showed three bearded sophoabout obtaining the osculation, he more! No wonder I had a bellycould be charged with overtime ache!
parking. If he were the passionate
"Thanks", is a wholly inadequate
burning type, he might take the word at a time like this, but it
count for Arson . . . and if the comes straight from the old ticker.
lassie was ugly enough, he could It's great to have so many real
plead insanity. If the earning was friends.
particularly interesting, GRAND
Please send me The Tiger each
Larceny" might result. There is Week.
no telling what it all might lead
Sincerely,
to"Big Ben" GooJale
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—oscar says—

And that a certain Tiger sophomore who missed the banquet is
still regretting it.
—oscar says—

•—that everyone who was over at
Limestone for their Junior-Senior
last weekend sho' had a wonderful
time.
—oscar says—•

—that Montgomery was fit to be
tied when he found that he missed
the banquet.
—oscar says—

That a really good time was had
by all over at the Limestone JuniorSenior last week-end.
—oscar wishes—

—that the motorists of this state
could realize that picking up one
or two stranded cadets would affect their gas consumption and
the wear on their tires only a veryvery small bit. In fact he (Oscar)
thinks that they wouldn't even be
able to notice the difference.
—oscar says—

Harold (the coatless one) Payne
must have been a wee bit embarassed after being ejected from Lander last Sunday afternoon.
—that these good practice inspections and practice parades
could be held someplace in the
shade. It ain't nothing 'cept punishment to the whole cadet corps
to stand at attention or parade
rest for an hour or so.
—oscar wishes—

—that the big-wigs would get
together and work out some sort
of plan whereby Mother's Day parade could be staged in the new
stadium as the original plans were
laid. There has been a lot of talk,
both pro and con, on this matter,
but he (Oscar) wishes there would
be a little less talk and a little
more action, please.
—oscar wishes—

—that some of the sophomores
who are old member of Pershing
Rifles would quit being just plain
bums as far as the initiation of
new members is concerned. He
(Oscar) personally saw one sophomore take one or more cigaretes
from about five pledges in front
of the Jew Shop the other day.
—Oscar wishes—

—that the German people could
realize how frightened their "invincible" Fueher is about the present German outlook. Judging from
Mr. A. Hitler's speech of last Saturday, the "great one' 'evidently
figures that the Russians are diflnitely making too many "rushin's"
toward the Western border and
toward Germany.
—oscar wishes—

—that when he goes into the
army he could get into Col. Sims'
battallion. Capt. Farr's company,
Liuet. Hill's platoon, and Pop
Bates' store room for a few hours
before departing for some army
post.

Tom Clemson
DEAR TOM:
"Oscar" and several men have
been talking about the cadets playing softball on Bowman Field. They
say that this recreation leaves bare
spots on the field and does not
look very
nice to visitors on the
campus. If these men give us fields
to play on we would not clutter
up Bowman Field.
The Military can put 2000 boys
on that field every night for retreat and can also have drills of
all sorts, but we can't have a little
recreation on it.
I Would like to see a committee
of men get together with the
coaching staff here at Clemson
and give us a little room somewhere else besides Bowman Field
to play. Take away Bowman Field
and it will take away recreation
from about 1CO0 boys every week.
I wish that these men would take
into consideration that boys like
to play softball and we also would
like to see our campus kept beautiful.
BOB COLVIX
Acting Director Of
Intermural SDorts
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2ND WORLD WAR EDITION
DAYS OF OUR YEARS
By Pierre cvan Paassen
Few books published in our generation have made so deep an impression as has Days of our Years.
Since its publication in 1939 more
than three hundred thousand copies have been sold, and perhaps a
million people have been fascinated with its beauty, wisdom and integrity.
Days of our Years is autobiographical, but in reality it is the
biography of a generation as reflected in the life of one man whose
profession placed
him wherever
history was being made; in France,
Germany, Morocco, Syria, Palestine, Ethiopia, Spain.
Beginning
with life in a small Dutch town, we
see the first stirrings of Liberalism. Then come brief but bloody
glimpses of the first World War
and in greater detail
the period
which immediately followed this
war. We see the background of the
present European chaos; the international intrigue, the vast underground movements, the nationalist
greed that culminated in the arsgedy of
Munich. The
world well
knows the
principal
players of
these fateful, exciting years: Clemenceau, the firce, uncompromising guardian of French foreign policy; Mussolini, the poseur, who had
a dentist extract the teeth of a lion
before wrestling
with it for the
benefit of 'his Black Shirts; Adolf
Hitler, Europe's most idolized and
most hated man of destiny, and all
the other contemporary titans of
war and peace. Pierre van Paassen
knows these men, many of them
personally, and he describes them
with vivid reality
as they move
through the pages of this book.
The 2nd World War Edition is
now published
in
response to
thousands of requests, all of which
want to know what
van Paassen
thinks of the present and of the
future. In three lucid and impassioned chapters Pierre van Paassen
has attempted to answer that question, interpreting
and analyzing
political events, fearlessly indicating the external and Internal forces
responsible for the
downfall of
democracy in most countries of Europe and trying to pierce, with a
sublime undaunted faith, the dark
clouds that hover the world.
A SUBTREASURY OF
AMERICAN HUMOR
Here will be found the subtlest
products of elevated minds, as well
as immortal works of the wholly
and partially mad. American humor is here at its best and freshest
No effort was made to make the
collection complete or
historical
and sound—the sole
idea was to
put together, in one big volume,
the funniest things that have been
written in this country. Conspi-uous by their absence
are the old
chestnuts which have haunted the
anthologies of the past: when the
editors didn't
find
themselves
amused by tfie classic examples of
misspelling and rustic wit, they admitted the fact candidly and went
on to something which did amuse
them, classic or non-classic. In the
group are found writers who have
never before been called humorists
or been published in an anthology.
In other words this book is purely
a personal record of what seems
funny to Mr. and Mrs. White, and
is designed to make you laugh (or
smile internally) today, when there
is little enough
to laugh about.
You have Benjamin Franklin vyinsj
with Ogden Nash, and Nathaniel
P. Willis trying to catch up witn
Frank Sullivan.
The editors of the book are peculiarly fitted for the job of producing a really thoughtful and imaginative collection of humor. Both
have been deeply embroiled in'humor, perilously involved with humorists, for a number
of years.
Katharine S. White has been an
editor of The New Yorker since it
started fifteen years ago, and has
been the arch-demon of scores '•!'
young and middle-aged humorists.
She is also an old hand at anthologies, having had
much to say
about all the New Yorker books—
the picture albums and the collections of prose and verse.
E. B.
White is a humorist
in his own
right, and has built
up a nice
practice in both prose and verse.
For a dozen years
he wrote the
Notes and Comment page for The
New Yorker, and more recently he
has been contributing a monthly
recently he has been contributing
a monthly department to Harper's
Magazine, called "One Man's Meat."
You couldn't find a more compettent pair than the
Whites for
editing a book of American humor.
Mr. White's own contributions to
the book are gems of critical and
humorous writing. There is a longintroduction, and a foreword to
each of the thirteen sections into
which a SubWeasury of American
Humor is divided.
BERLIN DIARY
William Shilor
is one of these
rare geniuses
of journalism—a
close observer and good reporter
who has the faculty of being on the
spot when anything important nappens. He stood in the Place de la
Concorde, Paris, on that February
night of 1934 when a Fascist mob
was kept from storming the Chamber of Deputies only by force. He
witnessed the declaration of conscription
in Germany
the next
year, when the
Versailles treaty
was torn up. He saw the occupation of the Rhineland. He was in
Vienna when the Nazis took over
Austria. He covered the Sudeten land fighting in 1938, and watched
the sellout
of Czecho-slovakia at
Godesberg, Berlin and Munich. He
visited Danzig, Gdynia and Warsaw
during the fate-heavy August of
1939. He saw the whole of the war
from Berlin and on the Western
front from its inception up to the
end of 1940. He witnessed the sign-

By KENNETH CRIBB
The issue used for so many yeatrs by juniors for a political springboard has popped up again.
We thought the issue had been pretty well settled two
years ago when the rising senior cUtss, then freshmen, voted
to wait until the second semester; of their senior year to
get their class rings. At the same tlime, they voted to standardize the ring, making it a school ring and eliminating all
the quibbling and squabbling that ljias gone on in past year.s
Now, however, the question 'has come up again, and
leaders of the class have suggested that we get rings during the first semester of our senio/r year instead of the second semester.
Undoubtedly the proposal to dis-f —
regard the trustee ruling is meeting with much favor in the corps, We .are sure, however, that it would
but whether the men who are be loofc with disfavor on any proposal
hind the proposal were interested to override any trustee ruling within using it as a stepping stone to out the express approval of the
greater political favor, we cannot trustees.
In any case, in the best interests
say.
of 'Clemson and of the class, we
There were and are a great many strongly urge the men who are
advantages to the plan of waiting pushing the idea to drop it.
until the second semester to get
SUGAR
the rings. For a number of years,
CJlemson and Clemson men are
Clemson rings have been turning in the same boat with the rest of
up in pawn shops, or on the fing- the nation's consumers.
ers of men that did not attend this
Humors have been flying around
school. Too, men that came to thei campus that Clemson is an
Clemson only two or three years, army post and therefore exempt,
men that flunked out or were ex- or that Captain Harcombe had
pelled or compelled to withdraw for fifty thousand tons stored in the
other reasons, have been wearing mess hall commissary, enough to
rings and passing as graduates of lasti through ten years.
Clemson.
Tfney are just rumors, however.
The trustee ruling passed* only
Aill institutions and industrial
after this rising senior class had plaints, including Clemson, will have
approved it, calls for the rings to its table consumption of sugar cut
be given to seniors during second fift(y per cent, and its consumpsemester, and then only if they are tion for bakery, or other indusabsolutely in line for graduation.
triall uses, will be cut thirty per
Changing the ring dance dates cen};.
to first semester Will absolutely
Aln indication of what is to come .
defeat the whole aim of the ruling was) the absence of sugar bowls on
if it allows one man who does not the tables last night. The iced tea
graduate to get his ring—and the was sweetened before it was put
chances are that the proposed on the table.
change will do just that.
B LALOCK- SMITH-WAITRESS
Advocates of the proposal are
Por the information of Clemson
claiming that Clemson men will men and people in general, the Asnot be here during second semester sociated Press story that engaged
next year—that they will be in the Joe Blalock and Ralph Smith to
armed forces. Where they are get- two of the Walhalla waitresses was
ting their information we do not a mistake.
know. We have checked with the
Whether the two boys, both represident and the business man- spectable chaps, gave the girls any
ager, and no plans have been re- re.aison to believe that matrimony
leased for early graduation next was in the offering we could not
year.
sayWith the issue already settled,
Anyway, it's all off now, Joe and
and settled to the best interest of Ralfph have been ribbed unmercievery man who will be graduated fully, and Joe almost lost his best
from this school, we cannot understand why it should be reopened. giiri.
Incidentally, that would not have
What the administration attitude
on the matter is, we do not know. beep a fair exchange.

^lUii /(hove flfaiUiHf
By F. X. WALLACE
FEUD::
For the past few weeks, we have
been taking cracks here and there
at The Citadel, which we call
"The Military College of Charleston." Now we think that we are
justified in dubbing it thus. However, William C. Whitley, Jr., editor of The Citadel rag, which they
call The Bull Dog, doesn't agree
with us. As a matter of fact he
heartily disagrees, as evidenced by
his editorial comment in the April
21 editon of the above mentioned
rag. In retaliation to the story
about half a company of Citadel
cadets passing out when one of
their number had his neck creased
by a bayonet at a full dress parade
(TIGER, April 9), Whitley had
this to say:
"Naturally infurited at such an
exaggeration of the facts, and
such insolence, we at first thought
of replying to The Tiger by saying
that at least we at The Citadel
were men enough to have blood
flowing through our veins and intestinal fortitude enough, to carry
actual combat bayonets on oun
rifles to paAde.
Or we might
have said that we're proud
of
those freshmen who make their
column right too sharply instead
of not sharply at all as they do at
some so-called military schools.
"But then we realized that we
should feel pith rather than vengeance. After all, the jealousy and
envy of the Clemson cadets for
the smart military appearance of
the cadet corps at The Citadel has
brought on similar outbursts from
them several times in the past.
Whether The Citadel is called "The
Military College of South Carolina"
or "The Military College of Charleston." it is still a MILITARY
college, not a pseudo-military college, and we are proud that we are
above jealousy of another college."
Now ain't that touching?—Drag
ought your 60 and 81 mm. mortars
alohg with your machine guns and
anti-tank guns, Mr. Whitley, because this is war, total war, and
you, TsUv. Whitley, are going to be
the recipient of many a salvo.
The author of this column does
not pretend to hide facts behind
flowery language, but rather presents them straight from the shoulder right to the point. . . . You
know, Mr. Whitley's journalistic
blah is really comical. ... He
should be writing for Famous Funnies. . . . Such humor should not
be kept from the world.
ing of the June armistice at Compiegne; and he scooped the world
with the news of it and its terms.
This book tells of what he saw.
It is a simple, day-to-day record of
events as they happened before his.
eyes—the great
events that have
shaped world history for the pastseven years, and the small revealing incidents which show how it is
with the people of Germany. Without histrionics, without exaggerations, the record of the Nazi career of conuest appears in all its
terrifying proportions. There have
been many books about Germany
in recent years. There has been not
one with the information, the keen
perception, and
the cumulative
power of this

JCr. Whitley, Jr. (I've been forgeti ing that Jr.) says that we at
Cld.nson are jealous and envious
of The Citadel. . . . For his information, it'll be freezing in hell before there's a Clemson cadet alive
thaj. is jealous or envious of "the
sms.rt military appearance of the
cadet corps at The Citadel." , . .
Tli«:n he calls us a "pseudo-military
colJege." . . . Well, I'll be darned!
. . . Maybe Mr. Whitley can tell
us why The Citadel Senior Platoon,
wlrich is supposed to be the essence
of military precision and perfection, has NEVER beaten the Clemson Senior Platoon in competition,
or n/hy last summer at camp, they
refused to drill against us? ...
Answer me that, Mr. Whitley! . . .
AniCi you have the nerve to call us
a pneudo-military college. . . . But
them, that's where the humor lies.
. . . While he's thinking up answers
to -the above question, we'll ask
another one. What are The Citadel cadets putting their bayonets
on these days, Mr. Whitley? . . .
Broomhandles? . .," . You know
tho3e guns you used to have, go
banfg, bang, and little boys mustn't
play or mamma spank. They might
let you have them back in a couple
of year's if you are good. . . . And
if you say that you are only cheerfully doing your duty by giving
up your rifles, we here at Clemson
wili still know the real reason they
took: them away from you.
And so to you, Mr. Whitley, and
the rest of The Citadel, we leave
you with this last thought. . . .
PicJj. the' 51 best drilled cadets at
your institution, stack them up
against our Senior Platoon, and
we here at Clemson will bet our
hats and posterior extermities that
we'l/i not only beat them, but we'll
bet hell out of them. . . . Yes, gentleniien of The Citadel, the Clem- '
son "Tiger" roared, is roaring and
will- continue to roar.
THE IRONY OF IT ALL
While we're on the subject of
1
The Citadel, we might as well tell
this one: During the Clemson Midwinter dance series, 15 Citadel cadets were given complimentary
tickets to the dances, a place to
stay in barracks, and feed in our
mesjs hall. . . . Last week-end
three representatives of the Clemson CDA were refused admittance
to tfhe Senior Hop at Citadel. They
couldn't even pay their way in. . . .
Last night we were informed by a
meqrber of the CDA that henceforth no comp tickets will be
givan to Citadel cadets. However,
we at Clemson are above refusing
them admittance.
DRIVEL (The Editor Didn't
like DRIBBLE)
Ast the Lawrence Tibbet concert
the other night, there were two
gals that sat in front of us who
griped us considerably. They didn't
have the common dencency or
coturtesy to keep quiet while Tibbet( was singing. ... Oh how we
wisSied we had a hatchet or two.
Oongrats to Martha Sprause, of
Mary Baldwin College in Virginia,
for her column in the last issue. It
shomld be made a part of all historj/ books in the U. S. . . . And or.
the front page of said issue, thert
appeared several pictures of very
beautiful damsels. . . . Ah yes, we'd
lik«; to know some of them.
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Glee Club Presents First Annual Concert Frid
To Be An Annual
Presentation;
Waite Directs

ive Hundred
Cadets Hear
Colonel Cooper

Approximately fve hundred boys
heard Lt. Colonel Daniel A. Cooper,
of Shaw Field, discuss the varied
phases of the Army Air Corps Reserve in the college
chapel last
The Clemson College Glee Club, i
night.
under the direction of Prof. E. E.
Lt. Colonel Cooper, Major Starr
Waite, Jr.,'will present the first in
j M. King,; Captain W. A. Thompson,
a series of annual concerts in the
Lt. B. E.: Keisler,
Lt. Biggs, and
ampitheater tomorrow
night at
. aviation Cadet McGowen made up
! the delegation from Shaw Field. A
8:15 oclock. H. S. Montague, Jr.,
brief meeting was held in chapel
Is the accompanist. Soloists will
yesterday morning.
include Mr. Montague on the
j The Air Corps offers two main adpiano, Gordon Houser with the
vantages, Col. Cooper said, inducviolin, and Kenneth Fruitt with
Signaling to the student in the rear cockpit is John Belton Watson,
tion at once, and deferment until
the cornet..
'42. who last year left college at the completion of his junior year
the student finshes his college eduThe program includes the Glee
J. to enlist for flight training in the Naval Reserve. He is now
cation. Col. Cooper emphasized the
Club singing "Brothers Sing On,"
: "'"." ;:'
Ensign J. B. Watson, USNR, .an instructor at the Naval Reserve
fact that the cadet could secure his
by Greig, "Prayer of ThanksgivAviation Base in Atlanta, Georgia.
commission in the reserve in the
ing," by Kresmer, and "Morning,"
infantry and then to the air force,
by Oley Speaks,
Kenneth Pruitt
Bladi
and be entitled to all the priviledplays "The Holy City," by Adams.
eight junior officers at retreat Friday. The seven pictured above
ges of an officer at all times except
There will be two negro spirituals
are, left to right, John Derrick, Lang Ligon, Lee Milford, Bob
when he is in the air.
by the Glee Club, "Ol Ark's A
The aviation board will return to
Moverin," and - "Steal Away." Mr.
Clemson on May 12 to sign up boys
Montague entertains with the first
who are interested. At that time the Student Recreation
movement of "Moonlight Sonata,"
cadet must have all of his papers
by Beethoven, and "La Bienanee,"
BY CLEMSON'S MEN IN THE SERVICES
filled out. For further information At YMCA Saturday
by Suett. "In Dulci Jubilo," a fifabout the papers,
the
student
The YMCA will hold another
teenth Century
Carol,
"When ..EDITOR'S NOTE: Well known on the Cl«inson campus is John Belton Watson,
should see Dean S. B. Earle of the
of the sea ami the air and left
Children Pray," by Fenner, and college :tt the completion of his junior call
dance this Saturday night from
year to enlist for Eligrht training in ilic
Engineerng department.
"Invictus," by Huhn, will be sung
Watson, USNR, an Instructor at the Naval
8:00 Until 11:30 in the clubroom
how he won his
by the Glee Club. Gordon Houser I:I'S:TV« Aviation Beise in Atlanta. Georgia. Ensign Watson here tells
dreamed so much. We
were with girls from Anderson and the
Navy Wings of Gold. Watch tor subsequ- ent installments telling- of his experiences
plays "Czardas," by Monti, and at Pensacola and Miami where he colli- pleted his training* and won his epmmis
measured for new uniforms, and beHampered by an ill chosen pro"Intermezzo," by Provost.
Next sion.)
gan our new indoctrination period campus, Tillie Hayward said. The gram in the first half of his conwill be "All Through the Night," BY ENSIGN J. B. WATSON, USNR enlistment. You see, the medicos of two weeks.
girs from Anderson will come by cert, Lawrence Tibbett still rose to
arranged by Roy Ringwold, "WeiSeveral weeks of ground school bus and will be accompanied by heights Monday
My Naval career negan last year dilate your eyes during the physinight to thrill
mar's Polk Song," by Liszt, and on April Fool's Day, but there was cal examination,
and for several followed and we studied engine Miss Elizabeth Bruce.
more than a thousand
listeners
lastly, "Clemson on the March." na fooling about my signing up hours afterward you can't see or and flight theory, navigation and
All cadets will be admitted for
The concert will end with the aud- with Uncle Sam. And a big yea,r read much of anything close to training in the type of work to be twenty-five cents, and a good se- who stayed for the final half.
Stewart Wille, Mr. Tibbett's acience and the Glee Club singing in my life has gone by since then, you. Well, when I went into a done with the fleet. Navigation was lection of records
has been ob- companist, captured the fancy . of
the Alma Mater.
a year of interesting experiences restaurant and a waitress shoved the most fun, for you could figure tained for the dance.
the crowd with a solo section beand fine training. We are at war" a menu in front of me, I had to your way all over a chart and refore intermission. So insistent was
now, and I am happy and proud tell her I couldn't read. Looking at turn to your "ship," a point on the
the applause the Mr.
Wille was
to be serving my country as an En- my Clemson uniform, she gave me chart, with just enough gas to get
called up for two encores, and stopsign on active duty in the Naval a sarcastic glance. So, I had to ex- back aboard your '"carrier."
ped with the audience begging for
plain. And I wasn't foolin,.
We were busy always and didn't
Reserve.
more.
have
much
time
to
think
about
Second Lieutenant Arthur R.
June
rooled
around
and
on
the
After going to the Navy RecruitTibbett hit his stride in the secGarner, electrical engineering '39 ing Station at Greenville, S. C. on twentieth day of that month I what was going on in the outside
ond part of the performance with
of Timmonsville, is a member of March 31, 1941, for a physical was in Atlanta again -and on my world, except on week-ends. Then
the splendid "Pilgrim's Song" and
the new class of fledglings which check-up, I was sent to Atlanta way in a Navy station wagon to we could forget work and go into
"None But the Lonely Herat". His
the
city
for
a
whirl
of
social
life.
recently reported for basic training where I reported
the
Aviation
Base
that
was
to
be
at 9:00 a. m.,
rendition of "The Erl King" was
at Randolph Field, the "West April 1st, for enlistment at the Na- my home and my school for the There were dances for' the cadets
intensely dramatic, and called for
Point of the Air."
val Aviation Cadet Selection Board. next few weeks. Checking in at at the Officers' Club and we alseveral encores.
While at Clemson Lieutenant Gar- By one o'clock that afternoon I that Base, I felt right at home when ways looked forward to them on
Popular approval placed his enner was a member of Tau Beta Pi, had completed a thorough physi- I met eight old Clemson men who Saturday nights.
core choices above the regular proSoon came the start of actual
honor engineering fraternity.
cal examination and had been sworn were "aboard".
Alumni Day will be staged here gram. Schubert's "Serenade" . was
The first weeks in the Navy axe flying. And instructions in radio. on Saturday, May 23. The classes
into the U. S. Naval Reserve by
the high spot of the first section.
called the indoctrination period The flying consisted of primary
Lieutenant
Commander
SouthYor bo rough Promoted worth, then Senior Member of the which gave me a knowledge of the work which trained us in small that will hold reunions on that day "Drink to Me Only With Thine
service and the things I'd have to field and precision landings and are 1902, 1907, 1912, 1917, 1922, 1927, Eyes" was sung with tenderness and
To Rank Of Captain Board.
drew a splendid response.
1932, and 1937.
I was allowed to return home to learn. Early to bed, early to rise aerobatics.
entertainment of the
We got a wallop out of that priThe complete program for that - The best
Lt. Al G. Yarborough, general Anderson, however, and thence to and plenty of exercise was one of
science '36, has been promoted to Clemson to complete my school year the first rules I learned. There was mary flight training but our real day includes class reunions at ten entire evening came at the prothe rank of Captain.
before being called to active duty plenty of study and plenty of drill- thrill came when we completed o'clock, literary society exercises at
Captain Yarborough is stationed in June to. begin my preliminary ing. I wore out a pair of shoe soles our final check, began our pri- eleven o'clock, meeting of alumni
at Camp Gordon, Georgia, where flight training at the Naval Re- in ten days on the hanger apron. mary formation flying and were association at two-thirty in the aft- Raley And Clark Win
It was hard work but fun, learning at the controls of our first military ernoon, military exercises at fourhe is a company commander. He serve Aviation Base in Atlanta.
Architecture Design
thirty, and at eight o'clock, the anwas called into service in January
At least one person in Georgia's how to fly and to be an officer type ship.
In the adyanced training squad- nual alumni dinner will be held
'41, and attended the infantry capital seemed to think there was in the Navy.
J.O. Raley of Cheraw won the
Here's where we received our ron came plenty of thrills and what in the college mess hall. Dr. F.
chool at Fort Benning.
something April Foolish about my
first tastes of Navy terminology— sometimes seemed narrow escapes. Porter Caughman, '08, will preside, sophomore design competition for
and, boy, oh, boy, is it different. When the other wingmen in the and the Honorable B. D. Carter, ■architects, Professor R. E. Lee said.
The problem was to design a fire
The Base in just like a ship. I and ^ou were the poor guy in the '07, will be guest speaker.
*'AT THE TOP OF THE LIST
house. H. G. Grimball of John's
guess you noticed above when I middle, your heart jumped in your
Island, E. H. Shirley of Greenville,
spoke of the eight Clemson men throat. You knew that if you gave found a hotel, changed into our and N. L. Shrader received first
who were '"aboard". When you en- your ship too much gun you'd hit white uniforms' and started out to
ter the confines of a Naval Base, the guy in front, and if you'd cut see the sights. The lights and mention, and F. S. Davenport of
you are "aboard" just as if you your gun too much or too quickly boulevards were intriguing, but af- Greenville, J. R. Sizemore of Dillon,
were on a ship. And when you you'd get hit by the buy behind. ter taking in the town as much as and R. G. Fant received honorable
mention.
leave, you "go ashore",
When the last hop came around possible, we went to bed, arising
G. W. Clark of Asheville placed
There are many other things you you were glad, for you knew if you early next morning to check in at
first in the freshmen problem for
pick up which will help you when got through that flight you'd move the Base.
you get with the fleet. If you didn't up to the next squadron, and if ' The base at Miami is the most the design of a stone shelter for a
learn these things,' you'd probably you didn't get through it, you'd beautiful of any I have ever seen. city park. J. N. Cooper of Washingthink men aboard ships spoke the get a one way ticket home and The lawn is a solid carpet of grass, tonville, N. Y. and H. T. McDowell
and against the
background of of Spartanburg received first men"unknown tongue."
not in a passenger coach.
palm
trees,
it
is
a
picturesque
sight. tion, and W. V. Strasser of LouisWhen you go downstairs, you go
This last flight was a nine-plane
We started flying, the North ville, Ky. and O. G. Hurst of Sa"down the ladder" or "below". formation and plenty exciting, and
When you look out a window, you we rejoiced when we made it suc- American trainer,, and it is a honey vannah, honorable mention.
look out a "porthole." That 'floor cessfully and moved into the in- of a ship. Completing the primary
you are walking on is,"the deck". strument squadron where we learn- work in these trainers, we then College Glee Club
When you go to eat, you have gone ed how to fly under the hood. Here went to the Fighters or Scout planes
to "chow". The food you are eat- we learned how to fly a new type whicfe were the same as those To Sing At Vespers
ing is "stowed down the hatch".
ship called a Link that never leaves being used in the Fleet. This type
Eight o'clock in the morning is the ground. Instruments tell you ship is the most fun of all, and
The Clemson Glee Club will pre0800 and two o'clock in the after- you have "left" and they read the there are plenty of thrills flying sent a musical program at Sunday
them
on
gunnery
rounds,
dive
noon is 1400 (they use the 24 hour same as if you were off the ground.
Vespers in the YMCA auditorium.
clock). Similarly, one o'clock in the
Next came actual experience in bombing and formation hops, for Professor E. E. Waite, of the school
something
is
always
happening.
morning is 0100 and midnight is an "SNJ" which is a very sweet
of general science, is director of the
When Saturday night comes at club.
2400. -fou also learn to tell. time ship to fly. But it is tricky, too,
by bells. "Six bells" is three o'clock, when all you can hear in your ear- Miami, the cadets can deck out in
Immediately after Vespers, the
and on down the line.
| phones is "Needle, Ball, Airspeed- there uniforms and head for the usual news and travel reels will
If you run into difficulties, you | Needle, Ball, Airspeed- Needle, Ball, gay life that magical Flordia city be run. These include Desert Ghost,
get "fouled up". When you go to Airspeed, Altitude, Heading, Rate can offer. The big hotels give din- Spare Time in the Army, Sky Paswork, you "turn to". When they of climb and Manifold Pressure." ners for a certain number of cadets tures, Call to Canada, and Pathe
say come here "chop, chop", that With all these things to watch, we each Saturday, and they afford News.
me.ans go "on the double".
sometimes thought the squadron was opportunities to meet some fine
' When you. are finished for the well named. It was nicknamed the people. You always enjoy them
In 1935 when Carl Snare, a forday, you "secure". There are many "Insane Squadron." We passed that, and always hope you can go back mer U. S. Marine, was married,
other phrases you pick up.
too, however, and then came our again.' Then there is the Officers' six of his buddies were present
On July 8th, I was told that I orders to go to Miami for carrier Club where you can carry your at the wedding. All seven of them
girl friend and have a wonderful had been reported "killed in achad passed my preliminary train- training.
time, for you can always count tion" during the first World War.
ing and would be transferred to
Ill
Pensacola. Boy, was that a thrill!
The Naval Air Station at Miami on a good time at an Officers,
I hated to leave my Reserve Base was our destination as I left Pensa- Club on any Naval Air Station.
The late John de Spears was a
The big thing, however, in comwhere I really had started on my cola with two other cadets, and
flying career but I knew that when since we had four days before hav- pleting your training, and although first sergeant in the U. S. Marine
I got to Pensacola, I'd get advanced ing to report at Miami, we decided you leave Miami regretfully, you Corps, a captain in the Royal Catraining and get bigger, faster and to go by Tallahassee for two days are proud to win those Navy wings nadian Flying Corps, a lieutenant
better ships to fly. So on July 9th, we then started out for Miami on and to know you are a cimmission- in the Princess Pat Infantry RegiEd Holley and I checked out for the Tamiami Trail which crosses ed officer and a pilot in the finest ment and a captain in the Mexican
army.
Pensacola, "The Annapolis of the the Everglades over which he knew military service in the world.
Air", and the place we had always we'd have to do most of our flying.
dreamed of. When we go there
It was autumn then but you'd
we would be "'Aviation Cadets".
never know it that far south. We
The morning of July 10th, 1941, arrived in Miami late in the evenfound Ed Holley and I checking in ing on Thanksgiving Day. That
at the Pensacola, Naval Air Sta- fabulous town is very beautiful and
Airplane, Ship, Tank, and Auto Models,
tion about which We had heard and there was a great deal to see. We

Musical Program To
Be In Ampitheater
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As We See It

Fennel Franklin
May Crack State
Track Records

FOR YOUR RECREATION HOURS
The Anderson Hardware Co.

MAYFAMTGRILL

Anderson, S. C.

ANDERSON, S. C.

MAIN STREET

AN INVESTMENT IN
GOOD APPEARANCE
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.

ird Rogers, and Russell Mc?
Walker Gardiner, the eighth of the group, was not present Wiiej
picture was made.

L. M. Bauknight
Address Ag Seni

gram's conclusion, when Tibbett
sang "The Road
To Mandalay"
with a British accent and brought
down the house. His voice ran the
gamut from that of the boisterous,
boasting lover to that of the homesick sailor. It was topped only by
his magnificent
interpretation of
"De Glory Road", during which he
displayed his talent as an actor of
the first rank. Tibbett rose to fame
on the selection, and
he showed
why Monday night.. It was easily
the outstanding performance of the
entire concert.
"Shortnin' Bread," always a sure
bet for an encore by every baritone
in the world, was on the Tibbett
encore list.
The concert closed with the entire audience singing the National
Anthem,
Tibbett's
magnificent
voice ringing
out
over all the
crowd. With a better choice of music for the first half of the concert, Tibbett would
have ranked
with the best, artists that have appeared here, but the concensus of
opinion was that he didn't really
sing until after intermission.

Catholic Students
Go To Winthrop
Fourteen members of the Clemson Newman Club, catholic student
organization, conducted an initiation of the Catholic girls at Winthrop last week-end. The Clemson
students were entertained Saturday
night with a dance and Sunday
afternoon with a picnic.
Those boys who went were George
La Brasca, Vincent Sottile, W. C.
Kennerty, John Conway, Bill Hienz,
Henderson Kempson, A. H. Yecko,
Charles Hearns, Tom Jenkins, Joe
McDonough, Jack Tyler, Wlnefred
Wells, Frank Fortunate, and Octavio Coreo.
Wallace Cely and Parks McLeod
were guests at the initiation.
Midway Islands were claimed
in the name of the United States
in 1859.

j
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Mr. L. M. Baulknight, si^
year old agricultural tea riV
Easley High School, will speall
the Clemson agricultural edrj
tion 'seniors on Friday.
Mr. Baulknight was the
man to teach agriculture in
South Carolina high schools
has taught this course at Ea.l
for the past twenty years. He i|
graduate of Newberry College
he has taken advanced work
Cornell University. Last year
was granted his B. S. degree J
agriculture from Clemson in ci
nection with his graduate w|
here.

lordhouse Ta
In Naval Flyin;
Lieutenant Commander S. ll
Nordhouse, USNR, presented a dia
cussion of the phases of Navl
Aviation Reserve to Clemson sti
dents Tuesday night. He'discuss!
the varied phases of eafh of tj
branches of service that~" l:;' i
resents, and answered the questio^
that the students',put before him'"
Commander Nordhouse advt1
the boys who were interested
their nearest naval recruiting station, which is at Greenville. At_
this station the recruiting 07
will give them a preliminary
sical exam, and the proper pa|
to fill out. At his approvs
will go to Atlanta to have^he |
ance of his exam.
Commander Nordhouse
taking C. P. T. would be vi
ful for the prospective Na\|
tion Reserve cadet. Con
Nordhouse announced that^
val Aviation Reserve will
cept high school graduate
formerly it was necessary \
completed fifty percent of
necessary to finish college,
the college boys ..would
preference over the high
boys. They both will take the s^
mental exam.
Commander Nordhouse expra
his
appreciation of the .■Ti''„<ivii
in which he was received'here.

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome

Supplies, Balsa Wood, Cement, Sundries

INC.

Illiilitiill

Lawrence Tibbett Thrills Audienc
In Field House Monday Evening

Garner Trains At
Randolph Field

COAAPANY.
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STONE BROTHERS

Clemson's 2,300 Cadets Cut A Clean
Figure . . .

COMPLETE OUTFITTERS TO MEN, YOUNG MEN

WHY?

AND STUDENTS.

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

108 N. Main Street,

Greenville, S. C.

J The Clemson College Laundry

Refreshment, complete
refreshment... delicious
taste, without an aftertaste ...these things
give Coca-Cola something special in a soft
drink. Thirst asks nothing more.

plus tax

You trust its quality
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING

COMPANiJ

ANDERSON. SOUTH CAROM

C. K. HOOVER, Mgl
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* New Deferred Service Plan Allows You to Continue Your Education

sets
be
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FROM coast to coast—in the skies over Americathere is a thundering drone of fighting ships.
The mightiest air fleet in the history of the world is
mobilizing for victory!
So fast is it growing that there is a place here—an
urgent need here—for every college man in America
who can qualify for Officer's Training.
The U. S. Army Air Forces need Officers ; .; Flying
Officers and Ground Crew Officers. And many of
them must come from the ranks of today's college
students—men who make their plans now for the
necessary Aviation Cadet training.
Thanks to a newly created Air Force Reserve, plan,
men of all classes—within the ages of 18 to 26, inclusive—can enlist for immediate service or continue
the scholastic work required for graduation before
being called for active duty.
You must meet the requirements for physical fitness,
of course. In addition, you take a new simplified test
to determine your ability to grasp the training. A
college man should pass it easily.

$75 A MONTH DURING TRAINING
Those accepted who wish immediate duty will go
into training as rapidly as facilities permit. As an
Aviation Cadet, you are paid $75 per month,'with
$1.00 a day for subsistence, with quarters, medical
care, necessary uniforms, clothing, equipment, traveling expenses.
In 8 months you can win an officer's commission on
the basis of your training record in competition with
other Aviation Cadets. You can become one of the
musketeers of the air—a bombardier, navigator, or
a pilot—and be well started on your way to serve
America and advance yourself in aviation.

MANY BRANCHES OF SERVICE
There are also commissions awarded in ground crew
service. College men particularly will be interested in
the requirements for Armaments, Communications,
Engineering, Meteorology, Photography. If you have
extensive engineering experience your chances of
getting a commission are excellent.
This past year about 80% of all Aviation Cadets
were commissioned as Second Lieutenants—about

61% as flying officers; Those who do not qualify remain in the Air Forces on an enlisted status and have
further opportunities;

THREE ENLISTMENT PLANS
FOR COLLEGE MEN

As a Second Lieutenant on active duty with the Army
Air Forces, your pay ranges from $183 to $245 a
month;

Juniors • Sophomores • Freshmen
May Continue Their Education

AVIATION - THE COMING INDUSTRY

1. A new plan allows Juniors, Sophomores and
Freshmen in college, aged 18 to 26, inclusive, to
enlist in the Air Force Enlisted Reserve and continue their schooling, provided they maintain
satisfactory scholastic standings.

The opportunities for aviation in civilian life have
barely been touched. You will bring to those opportunities not only the best training in the world—but
the executive ability of an Army officer's training and
experience, which have always commanded a premium in business life;

All College Men May Enlist
for Immediate Service

ACT AT ONCE

2. All college students may. enlist as privates in
the Army Air Forces (unassigned) and serve
there until their turns come for Aviation Cadet
training.

If you want to fight for America, this is where you can
strike deadly blows against our enemies.
If you want advancement—years of solid achievement and education that can never be duplicated—
this is where you belong.

3. All college students may enlist in the Air
Force Enlisted Reserve and wait until they are
ordered to report for Aviation Cadet training.

If you want to be up there in the middle of things—
when the enemy cries quits—your place is here—in
the Army Air Forces.

Upon graduation or withdrawal from college,
men will be assigned to active duty at a training
center as facilities become available.

FLY WITH YOUR FRIENDS

If the necessity of war demands, the deferred
status in the Army Reserve may be terminated at
any time by the Secretary of War.

A special squadron for training is now forming at
this college. You and your friends can share together
the work and fun of training. If you plan to enlist
immediately, start getting your necessary papers ready
for the Aviation Cadet Examining Board when it
meets in your locality. For complete information, see
your Faculty Air Force Advisor. You can take your
mental and physical examinations the same day you
apply. Get further information now.

The new Army Air Force Enlisted Reserve Plan is
part of an over-all Army Enlisted Reserve Corps
program shortly to be announced. This program
will provide opportunities for college men to enlist
In other branches of the Army on a deferred basis and
to continue their education through graduation it a
satisfactory standard of work is maintained. In case
of necessity the Secretary of War shall determine
■when they be called to active duty.
It is understood that men so enlisted will have the
opportunity of competing for vacancies In officer'*
candidate schools.
\

NOTE: If you wish to enlist, and you are under 21,
you will need your parents' or guardian's consent. Birth certificates and three letters of
recommendation will he required, of all applicants. Obtain the forms and send them home
today—you can then complete your enlistment
before any Aviation Cadet Examining Board.

Tftis plan has been approved In the belief
that continuance of education will develop
capacities for leadership. (Reserve enlistment will not alter regulations regarding
established R.O.T.C. plans.)

YOUR FACULTY AIR FORCE ADVISOR FOR FULL INFORMATION
/

(Or Apply to Your Local Recruiting and Induction Station)
Army Recruiting: and Induction Stations Are In The Following: Cities:
COLUMBIA
CHARLESTON

SPARTANBURG

Aviation Cadet Examining Boards Are Located In The Following Cities:
CHARLESTON
COLUMBIA

SPARTANBURG

THE SPECIAL EXAMINING BOARDS WILL VISIT CLEMSON SOON
^
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Tiger Tracksters Will Be Gunning For Gamecocks In State Me<
Teams Will Meet
In State Tourney
At Clinton
Not much time left before the summer vacation catches
up with us (only twenty-two more days, praise Allah) and
puts a finish to the spring sport program. The state track
meet at PC Friday and Saturday will be the center of attraction, and a close, hard fight for the title is expected.
The Tigers will be favored in view of the fact that they are
defending champions and also the fact that Clemson has
won the meet for the past four years. South Carolina, however, who defeated the Bengals last Saturday, will be making a determined bid for winners' laurels.
STATE MEET WILL BE FAST
There will be several cinder stars who will more
than likely break the existing state records in their
events. Clemson's captain Cleo Fennell seems to be the
top favorite to turn the trick as he tried to better his.
own mark of 13'-1" in the pole vault. Fennell has had no
trouble winning this year and has gone two inches
higher than his record twice in dual meets.
Mac Riley. Carolina flash, has already broken the record unofficially in the 220 yard dash and has equalled that
of the 100 yard dash and should be one of the brightest stars
in the encounter Riley will have John Dickson, big Tiger sophomore, to contend with in both events. Although Riley
was the victor in both events last weekend in the CarolinaClemson meet, he was forced to an unofficial state mark of
21.8 seconds in the 220 to better the existing mark by 0.1
second.
Little "Whitey" Graham. Clemson, and Rucks.
Carolina, will be favored in the quarter mile event on
the strength of their season's showing. Pierce Timberlake, of PC, last year's winner and a beautiful runner
when in shape, pulled a leg muscle in the indoor championship games at Chapel Hill in February and has
never attained his former brilliance.
Larry Aiken, Hose sophomore who ran such impressive
races at Tigertown and has not lost this season, will be a
top-heavy favorite in the mile and two mile events. Johnny
Beckett will be Clemson's only hope to take the PC speedster,, and Beckett will be forced to the record to do so.
The Bengals are counting on Harw Franklin, soph
football star, to bring home first place points in the
half mile. Franklin has not been defeated this year and
looks like a good man to come through for the Tigers.
EVENTS ANNOUNCED
The state meet, which under the gliding hand of Lonnle
S. McMillan has gained a natioinal reputation for smoothness and economy of time, has. been planned ahead of time
as always, and the schedule of events has been announced.
Saturday's running contests will begin at 2:30 and will last
until 4:30. Field events begin at 2:00 with the pole vault and
will last until 4:30. For the convenience of those who are
planning to attend the meet, the list of Saturday's final
?vents are as follows:
2:30 PM—One mile run
2:45 PM—440 yard dash
3:00 PM—100 yard dash
3:15 PM—120 high hurdles
/
3:30 PM—880 yard dash
3:45 PM—220 yard dash
4:00 PM—Two mile run
4:15 PM—220 yard low hurdes
4:30 PM—One mile relay
HARD LUCK BASEBALLERS
The baseball team has had tough sledding. After losing
ten inning heart breakers to PC and Newberry by one run
margins, the Tigers went to Furman with every intention
of breaking the spell, but Lady Luck frowned again, and
the Bengals came home with the third one run loss in ten
innings in four starts.
South Carolina brought a stronger team than was
expected to Tigertown and the Clemsons were forced to
pull an eighth inning "squeeze" play for a 6-5 victory.
Behind two runs in the eighth, Joe Blalock singled and
Charlie Mimms walked. Jay Goode singled Blalock
home. With Mimms and Goode on third and second,
"Whitey" Herring bunted Mimms home with the tying
run, and Goode scored the winning run on a play at
first.
With the old "two out with a two run lead in the ninth"
jinx still working due to poor fielding, the Furman Hurricane came from behind to extend the game to ten innings
and finally get the winning run off pitcher Bill Martin who
had replaced Luther Rentz in the sixth. Furman collected 14
bingles in a loosely played game. Each team committed three
errors.
The Tigers tackle Wofford here this afternoon.
OUR GOLF TEAM
Clemson's newly organized golf team defeated the College of Charleston in their first meet of the season by a
decisive score of 13 1-2 to 4 1-2. Eddie Bright and Don Raeder, playing numbers one and two, garnered nine points between them, and Dave Alexander and Arthur Rollins accounted for the remaining scores. Bright, former Georgia
High School champ, defeated the College's Moore 3-0. Raeder, Trenholm Road Golf Club (Columbia) champion, defeated Huff 3-0 and Bright-Raeder won from Moore-Huff in
the doubles. Rogers, College of Charleston, took Rollins
2 1-2 to 1-2. Alexander defeated Adams of the College 2 1-2
to 1-2.
The team will go to Columbia Friday to compete
in the South Carolina intercollegiate meet in which five
teams will enter contestants: The Citadel, University of
South Carolina. PC, the College of Charleston, and
Clemson. Saturday, following this meet, the Tigers will
plav Carolina in Columbia.
ODDS 'N ENDS: Freshman "Red" McCown, Tiger football luminary from Anderson, has been throwing the javelin
well ahead of all varsity competition in the state. McCown
heaved the stick 196 feet against PC, while no varsity man
in the state has gone as far as 180 feet. . .

By JIM AUSTELL
Having suffered their first defeat
of the season by losing to the
strong University of South Carolina team, the Tiger trackmen are
gunning for the state meet at PC
Friday. Though
Carolina
beat
Clemson Saturday a score of 71 to
60, tne .score was close throughout the entire meet with the lead
changing hands several times.
Riley's victories over Dickson in
the 100 and 220 yard dashes were
outstanding. Dickson led the 220
until the last 40 yards when Riley
passed him to finish in 21.8 seconds,
0.1 second better than the state
record. In the 100, Dickson got
the jump from the holes but lost
the lead about the half way mark.
Franklin took the half mile from
Carolina's highly praised Blouin.
Having trailed Blouin for a lap and
a half, Franklin turned on the
steam in the last half to cross the
finish line with a comfortable lead.
"Whitey" Graham lost the 440 to
Rucks of Carolina in a fast, close
race and their meeting in the
state meet should be an interesting
affair.
Captain Cleo Fennell reached 13
ft. 3 in. in the pole vault, but Richards was forced to third place by
Altaway of Carolina. Clemson -took
first and third places also in the
high jump with Leitner
taking
first place and Morgan taking the
third points. Chamis of Carolina
took second place. Ivey sailed 21ft.
2 in. to add the first points in
the broad jump to Clemson's score
with Little of Carolina hitting
close behind for second place. The
only aid the Tigers were able to
get from the javelin event was
third place as Kanian and Crawford
both out distanced Johnson.
For the first time this year in
either event,, Fritts was defeated
in both the shot and discuss. Krivonak heaved the shot 48 ft. 5 in.
for first place and an unofficial
state record, and the discuss 141
ft. 3 in. for first place. Fritts took
only third place as Nowak pushed
Krivonak for second pla.ce.
Beckett took honors in the mile
and two mile with Milton Berry
of Clemson coming in the mile
and "Stick" Riley of Clemson taking second in the two mile.
Clemson's chief
opponent
for
state championship honors will be
Carolina and with the closest meet
in several 'years expected, Coach
Norman is working hard to build
runner-up men that were lacking
so much in the Carolina meet.
Tiger men have broken two state
records so far this year and several
records are likely to fall in the big
meet. Fennel has broken the polevaulting mark and Franklin has
bettered the half mile time. Two
Carolina men have also served notice that they are trying for the
records.
Krivonak has
already
broken the shot put record and
Riley is hitting the high mark in
the 220.
No man in the state has come
close to equaling Fenell's height
in his pole vaulting nor Franklin's
time in the half mile. Fennell's
competition will be Jacobs of P. C.
who has only come within a foot
and a half of Fennell's
mark.
Blouin, winner last year, will be
trying for the half mile again but
Franklin's time is well under his,
and Franklin has a better than
even chance to rack up those first
points.
Graham will have to better/his
previous times to beat Rucks for
the 440 medal as will Dickson to
beat Riley in the 100 and 220.
Dickson and Riley's meeting will
be one of the highlights of the
day and is drawing interest from
ail over the state.
Beckett will have to beat P. C.'s
Larry Aiken for the mile and two
mile first places won last year by
Clemson's Marshal Walker. Ivey
is expected to repeat his distance
in the broad jump that wort first
place last year. Leitner's height
of 6 ft. in the high jump will be
hard to beat as it is one of the
highest marks reached in the state
this season. The hurdles will be
a wide open event with Clemson's
hopes banked on Lanky Fred Mor
gan.
...Summary of Carolina meet
Shot put—Won by Krivonak,
Carolina: second. Nowak, Carolina:
third, Fritts, Clemson. Distance 48
feet, 5 inches.
Mile—Won by Beckett, Clemson;
second, Berry, Clemson, third, Cohen, Clemson. Time, 4 minutes
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Wofford Baseball Team Plays Here Today
Tigers Favored
To Beat Weak
Terrier Team

reccrd of six won and two lost. He will probably
not pitch today due to a sore arm.

"Boo" Lachicotte and "Whitey"
Graham, Bengal track speedsters who will wind up their
varsity careers Saturday at the
state meet at Clinton. Lachicotte runs the 100 and 220 yard
dashes, while Graham is outstanding as a quarter miler.

Golf Tournament
Here Ttomorrow
Teams from The Citadel, University of South Carolina, Clemson,
Presbyterian and the College of
Charleston will participate in the
annual South Carolina intercollegiate golf tournament here Friday.
51.7 seconds1.'
High Jump—Won by Leitner,
Clemson; second, Chamis, Carolina; third, Morgan, Clemson. Six
feet.
440-Yard Dash—Won by Rucks,
Carolina; second, Graham, Clemson; third, Lachicotte,
Clemson.
Time, 51.3 seconds.
100- Yard Dash—Won by Riley,
Carolina; second, Dixon, Clemson;
third, Bennett. Clemson. Time, 10
seconds.
High Hurdle—Won
by
Little,
Carolina; second. Morgan, Clemson;
third, Copeland, Clemson.
Time,
16 seconds.
880-Yard Run—Won by Franklin.
Clemson; second, Blouin, Carolina;
third, Rice Carolina. Time, 2 minutes, 3 seconds.
Pole Vault—Won by Fennell.
Clemscn;. second, Attaway, Carolina, and Richards, Clemson (tie).
13 feet, 3 inches.
220-Yard Dash—Won by Riley,
Carolina; second, Dickson, Clemson. Time, 21.8 seconds.
Discuss—Won by Krivonak, Carolina;
second Nowak, Carolina;
third, Fritts, Clemson. 141 feet, 3
inches.
Two-Mile — Won by Beckett.
Clemson; second, Riley, Clemson;
third, Williams, Carolina. 10 minutes, 43 seconds.
Low Hurdles—Won
by Little,
Carolina; second, Attaway, Carolina; third, Marbury, Clemson. 25
seconds.
Broad Jump—Won by Ivey, Clemson; second, Little, Carolina; third,
Copeland, Clemson. 21 feet, 2 inches.
Javelin—Won by Kanian, Carolina; second, Crawford, Carolina;
third, Johnston, Crawford, Carolina. 177 feet, 6 inches.
Relay—Forfeited to Carolina by
Clemson.

Clemson's Tigers will be favored
when they m«et the Wofford's Terriers here
today. If Clemson can
emerge from their
recent slump,
and overcome the extra inning jinx
that has been hovering over them
for the last week and a half, they
should come out on top.
Joe Blalock is scheduled to take
hs turn on the mound ,and this will
leave a vacancy in left field which
is capably filled by Homer Coker.
Joe has been very successful to
date in his mound ventures, and is
looking fo ranother victory.
Cotton Herring has been doing a
fine job of fielding, and is breaking
his neck literally. The other day
down at Newberry he ran thru a
fence to make a beautiful catch,
and he held the ball. Against the
Carolina Gamecocks he made a
running catch in deep right centerfield.
Herb Jessen is the Clemson version of "Handy Randy".
He has
been at every position in the infield
and has pitched in several games.
Berry has been the outstanding
fielder, and has been very consistent at the bat. Homer Coker although he's not a regulsr, has one
of the highest batting a/erages on
the squad. Belk and Larry Coker
are the distance hitters and are
leading in the runs batted in and
home runs column.

Baseball Team
Intramural Softball Tournament Wins One,
Opens May 4; Practice Starts Loses Two
»*-

Teams Show Stuff
In Practice Games
The intra-mural practice baseball
games which have been played to
date have brought out several
strong outfits which boast better
than average teams. Of these, Companies F-l, A-2 and C-2 seem to be
the. top-notchers, but a few of the
less stronger teams have still to
make their bids. The approaching
tournament which will start shortly will bring out the best teams,
with finally one being awarded the
championship of the brigade.
In one of these practice games
Co. A-2 ran up a score of 28 to 0
against Co. K-l. This is without a
doubt the soundest trouncing of
the series of games which have been
played. In one of the most recent
games, Co. F-l turned the tables
on A-2 and beat them to the tune
of 5-3, and then went ahead to
beat Co. E-2, 12-7. Company C-2
also came through with a
fine
showing by turning down Co. B-2
19-2.
Box score of A-2—K-l game:
COMPANY A-2
AB R II
Lambrakos ..
Hamilton ....
Sommerville
Burgess ....
Tiller
Wilson
Gladden ....
Yeargin ....
Lee
Watson
Totals

36 28 25

:

COMPANY K-l
AB
Rhame
1
Skinner
1
Presler
2
Touchberry
1
Jolly
2
Skelton
2
Ziegler
1
Stevens
2
Sanders
2
Dickerson
2

R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

H
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Tournament Champs
Get Fifteen Medals

The intramural softball tournament; will be opened on May 4 at
which time all the company teams
will start the first round of eliminations to determine the brigade
champions.
Fifteen meadls will
be awarded the winning company,
and a banner for the guidon will
also be presented to the championship team.
Totals
16 0 1
Final score:—A-2 28; K-l ).
The rules of the tournament are
as follows:
Box score of F-l and E-2 game;
1. All games to be played by
COMPANY F-l
night.
AB R H
2. Everyone eligible who has not
DeLoach
4 1 2
played in more than one varsity
Jordan
4 2 2
game.
Robinson
3 0 2
3. On diamond number 1 and 2,
Craig
3 1 2
a fair ball in tree gets a two base
Butler
4 3 3
hit.
Kennedy
3 1 1
4. No stealing, the man has to
Byers
2 2 2
stay on base until ball is hit or
Pierce
: 4 1 1
else it out.
Blakeney
.^2 1 1
5. No base on hit batter.
Hendrix
.... 3 0 0
6. On an infield fly, the man on
first is out.
Totals
32 12 16
7. No bunting.
In the drawings to determine the
COMPANY E-2
first series of games companies F-l,
AB R H
B-2, F-2, A-2, 1-1, E-2, K 2, D 2, G 1
Cotton
0 1 0
and 1-2 drew byes and were auArnold
3 1 0
tomatically pushed to the second
series.
Thomas
, ....
2 2 2
Sottile
3 0 1
The entire schedule of games for
Nelson
3 0 0
each individual company may be
Craven
3 o 1
obtained at the Company A-R offiShecut
3 0 1
cer.
Kidd
2 1 1
Mixon
3 1. 1
Totals
23 7 7
Jeffords
1 1 0
Final score:—Company F-l 12;
Company E-2 7.

Clemson's baseball team continued along the ha'-d luck jtrail this
week gaining one victory and drop
ping two, one a close one to Fu:
man in extra innings.
Last Friday the Tigers~eEecT-c"n
a 6-5 victory over the Gamecocks
by virtue of a two run squeeze
play in the eighth inning. The Birds
opened the scoring in the first
inning, but the Tigers soon overcame this lead in their half of the
second, when Red Belk homered
driving in Charlie Mims ahead of
him. Carolina evened the count in
the third, and the Tigers again
forged ahead in the fourth. The
Gamecocks turned on the steam
and pushed three runs across in
the seventh to lead five to three.
In the last of the eighth Blalock
singled, Mims walked, and Good
singled Blalock home. Herring bunted Mims in with the tying run,
and Good scored on the play at
first.
Furman's baseball Hornets took
advantage of every break, and
jumped on two Tiger pitchers to
ammas 14 hits and defeat the Bengals 12-11 in ten innings. Clemson
had a chance to knot the score or
gain victory in the tenth. With
two men on and one out, Sizemore forced Larry Coker, who had
previously homered, to pop out,
then struck pitcher Bill Martin out
to end the game.
Tuesday at Augusta, Daniel field
hung a 10 to 4 defeat on the Tigers. Carpenter started on the mound
for Clemson and went eight inn»
ing, and then was relieved by Luther Rentz. The game was rather
sloppy and studded with errors.

L. C. MARTIN
UG COMPANY. Inc
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner-

Official College Book And Supply Store

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN
OUR SPECIAL LARGE MILK SHAKES
WITH ICE CREAM

10c

15c

SANDWICHES CAKES CRACKERS
FOUNTAIN PENS BY SHEAFFER'S
A Lifetime Pen Is A Satisfaction Of Writing Needs

THE DELUXE DINNER

Next to Carolina Theater, Greenville, S. C.
ORIGINATORS OF WORLD'S BEST HAMBURGERS
GREENVILLE, S. C.

• * •

* * •

PEPSI-COLA is made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Long Island
City. New York. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling Company
of Anderson, S. C.

COLLEGE JEWELRY AND STATIONERY
~
.
COLLEGE PENNANTS AND NOVELTIES

THE CLEMSON TIGER-"The Souths Most Interesting College Newspaper'-Triursday, April 30, 1942.

T aps
■ ;#:«»;;« M >. 'i*;a;s8fe*>>:

Lt. Colonel Ployd L. Parks, mechanical and electrcal engineering
'17, who has recently been made Deputy Chief of Staff of the U. S.
Army Ground Forces, Army War College, Washington, D. C. Lt. Col.
Parks was editor of The Tiger and Cadet Major of the corps during
his senior yt-ar here.

YMCA Delegates
To State Meet
Clemson was represented by over
twenty stuc ents at the annual state
wide YMCA and Cabinet Training
Conference, held at the Clemson
owned Cafrp Long, near Aiken,
last week-ehd. The purpose of this
meeting wa. to assemble for cabi- net training and to discuss matters of interest in student organizations on college campuses.
Guests speakers included Rev. J.
O. Smith, pa; tor of the Washington
St. Methodist Church of Columbia,
Dr. Julian Ls.ke of Rock Hill, Mr.
Henry T. Ware, southern regional
secretary of YMCA of Atlanta, and
Mr, P. B. Holr-endorff, Jr., of Clemson.
Those Clemson students who attended were Harry Sturgis, chairf man "of the conference, Milton Leroy, president of Clemson YMCA.
Walker Gardiner, vice-president of
the Clemson YMCA, T. C. Moss, recording secretary of the Clemson
YMCA, Elmore Blanton, John
Hare, John Sanders, Bill Albergotti,
Albert Henry, Henry Grimball, Bill
Gouldeloak. Linton Holtamdorff,
John McArthur. Harold Payne, J. E.
Reaves, Elliott Dodson, Gordon
Hauser, Dick Breeland, Earle Roberts,
Robert Buchanan, John
Whaley, Joseph Rivers, Hugh Fuller and Bill Derrick.

Alpha Zeta Elects
F ive New Members
Alpha Zeta,
honorary agricultural fraternity recently took in
five new members. They are: ,R. E.
Marvin,
'42 from
Ritter, R. A.
Perry, '42 from
Gresham, S. A.
Knight, '43 from Summerville, L. O.
Drew, 44 from White Hall, and J.
H. Horton, '44.
This week they will hold an informal initiation. The formal initiation will be held on May 11th.
Members
of Alpha
Zeta are
chosen by their qualities of leadership, spholarship, and character.

Milford To Head
Pre-Med Club

Lee W. Milford, Jr.. and W. B.
Dillard were elected president and
vice president, respectively, of the
Pre-Med club for next year at the
meeting of that club last Tuesday
night. The rest of the officers
will be named at the next meeting, together with the new members to be taken into the club.
Plans were discussed for a trip
to Atlanta, Georgia, by a few of
the club members and Dr. Milford,
the college physician. On this trip
Colby college, Waterville, Maine, the students will visit Emory Uniis completing a new campus on a versity, the Henry Grady Hospital,
600-acre tract two miles from its and will make a tour of the highlights of Atlanta.
present location.

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, P.!.
Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

| Hudson, Brown
Named Heads
Of Rifle Team

Only One Week Away
?&&fw'wrfww&wv&f&

iTiie Last word
—£y uncle wcUteQ\
Mess Hail Manners Ain't What They
Used To Be-But That Ain't Much

Meals in the College Mess
Hall seem to be an endurance
J. E. Hudson and J. A. Brown
contest in getting down the
were elected captain and manager,
respectively, of the Clemson rifle
most food with the least effort,
team at its last meeting of the
breaking the most rules in table
year. This team is under the dietiquette, and making remarks
rection of Capt. F. B. Farr of the
that would sicken any soul not
military department.
equipped with a HarcombeJ. E. Hudson is to be awarded a
conditioned stomach. Starving
out the fellow on the end of
gold medal and M. R. Hunter and
the table Is considered great
A. S. Lachicotte are to be given
sport by some citizens, too.
silver medals for their outsta»ding
The antics exhibited by all
proficiency.
The following team
cadets from the lowest rat
members have been recommended
private to the highest senior
for medals: A. S. Lachicotte, J. E.
colonel are sacriliges no cadet
Hudson, M. R. Hunter, J. A. Brown,
would think of indulging in at
B. B. Knight, M. B. Tiller, T. J.
home.
Gwin, A. H. Yecko, D. E. Grimball,
The minute grace is said and
and T. W. Gladden. Also these
the military gives the word to
members have been recommended
go, the air is full of shouts of
for minor Block "C" letters: J. A.
"shoot the bull," or "dump
Brown, T. W. Gladden, T. J. Gwin,
the bread," flying pieces of
J. E. Hudson, M. R. Hunter, B. B.
bread and spray from an inKnight, M. B. Tiller, W. P. Tribble,
expertly handled pitcher from
and A. H. Yecko.
which some unfortunate rat is
The rifle team made two trips
pouring milk and sadly eying
and engaged in three shoulder to
the food that the seven other
shoulder matches at Clemson. In
men on the table are gobbling
shoulder to shoulder matches, Clembefore his eyes.
so i beat Davidson two times and
Mess Hall feeding even has a
was beaten by Citadel, Georgia
vocabulary all its own. "Bull"
Tech, and the University of Georis meat, presumably because it
gia. Clemson placed tenth in the
may be imagined that the
fourth corps area match.
meat came from a cow. Any
The second regiment won the
inter-regimental rifle match, the
high. man of this regiment being
cadet' Charles Elkins. The high
man of the first regiment was
cadet H. Tabor.
The following men in the regimental competition will
receive
marksmanship medals: Charles Elkins, R. F. Kaiser, W. P. Tribble,
R. O. Belve, J. D. McArthur, A. F. By BOB ENTBMIWGER
Mrs. T. Q. Donaldson, author of
Phillip, H. C. Twiggs, D. A. Watson, H. B. Denny, and H. Tabor.
Passport To Adventure and wife
of the late Col. Donaldson, who
was the first commandant of the
Reynolds And Lane
Clemson College ROTC, was a visiTo Head AH Club
tor on the campus yesterday. She
is making this trip south from her
E. M. Reynolds and T. L. Lane, headquarters in New York City in
Lamar juniors in animal husbandry, •order to visit relatives.
were elected president and viceCol. Donaldson was commandant
president of the Animal Husband1895,
ry club for next year. R. W. of Clemson from 1893 to
Touchberry and W. E. Godly were when the cadet corps ■ numbered
elected secretary and treasurer, re- only six hundred. He held the
spectively, and P. E. Freeman was rank of First Lieutenant in the
regular army but was given the
made publicity director.
Talks were made by Professor complimentary rank of colonel
Starkey, head of the animal hus- while he was commandant at Clembandry department, and Professor son.
Hauser.
Mrs. Donaldson has been awarded an American Eagle medal with
a shield and five stars to signify
that she has five sons and grandsons, in the United States armed

four-footed animal would be a
safe bet, however, "Bull juice"
is gravy. But it, friends, never
came in contact with a cow.
Mass production has seen to
that. "Zip," for some strange
reason, means syrup. Yankee
invaders have caused potatoes
in any form of dress or undress
to become "spuds." To a few,
salmon is "goldfish." Tomato
"ketchup" is "red stuff."
But some things even here
are taboo. You can't eat with
a knife. There is an unwritten
law
demandng
removal of
spoons from drinks, dating from
the time a country cousin of
the cadet colonel lost an eye
taking his first drink of iced
tea. Also, it's not considered
nice to make noise while eating, although a few. still persist in this ancient custom of
evincing pleasure at the table.
First sergeants
still stand
while the blessing is being
asked. . According to rumor,
this dates from the era when
half-starved
freshmen were
driven to blasphemy of filling
their caps with food during
the prayer. Thank goodness,
we're
civilized and polite
enough not to do things to
cause something like that now.

Wife Of First Commandant Is
Author, American Eagle Mother

oundation
Council Elects

AH Judging Contest
To Be Saturday

Ben Hudnall was elected president of the Wesley Foundation
Council for next year. Oneal Jacobs
and Harry Mays were elected vicepresidents, T. C. Moss, secretary,
and R. B. Carpenter, treasurer.
These officers were installed at the
club banquet held last Saturday
night.

The Animal Husbandry club will
sponser its annual livestock judging
contest this Saturday at the sheep
barn. All contestants are asked to
meet at the Dairy building at two
o'clock.
The contestants will be divided
into advanced
and
preliminary
judging groups, making anyone
eligible to compete. Approximately
Two Clemson Men
eight classes of livestock will be
judged and reasons will be given
Receive Wings
for choices on four classes.
Franklin R. Welch, Charleston,
After the contest a banquet will
and Edward A. Wheeler, of Ral- be given for all those who competeigh, North Carolina,
were this ed.
week
commissioined
as Second
Lieutenants in the Army Air Force.
Both men, who received their com- Freeman Named
missions at Midland,
Texas, are To Forum Club
former Clemson students.
Welch was active in intra-mural
The Forum Club, faculty discusbasketball and was a member of the sion group, met Tuesday night and
Clemson chapter of the Beta Sigma
Chi
fraternity.
Wheeler was a named Professor E. J. Freeman, of
the school of engineering as a new
member of the track team.
member.
Professor S. R. Rhodes, of the
school of engineering,
was guest
speaker. His subject
was "Rural
Electrification."

Schedule of Pictures at Clemson

forces, Four of the are Lt. Col. T.
Q. Donaldson, Jr., of the regular
army who is stationed at Fort
Knox, Kentucky, Lt. Commander
A. H. Donaldson of the United
States navy who is stationed at
Miami, Florida, and two grandsons
who are cadets at West Point. Her
father was the second president of
Lander college, Greenwood.
Her first book, Passport To Adventure, has just been released
from the press and is now experiencing a boom because of its
dealings with General MacArthur
and with the southern areas in
the limelight of the second World
War. She has written
several
stories, chief among them being
the story of her son's escape from
a German concentration in the
first World War.
She has also
published a series of travel sketches
for the Washington Post, Washington, D. C.

Jungaleers Play
Over WAIM
The Jungleers, college dance orchestra, played in the field house
this afternoon and their music was
carried over Station WAIM, of Anderson, in a continuation of programs by college musical organizations.
Bobby Thomas was named a few
weeks as new conductor of The
Jungaleers. The band's whole setup was rearranged, and now includes a large percentage of freshman swingsters.

James And Collins
To Head Dairy Club
C. A. James and E. B. Collins
were elected president and vicepresident, respectively, and Callie
Parr, secretary-treasurer, of the
Dairy club for next year at the
final meeting of this club last Tuesday night.'
Plans for next year were discussed to buy a defense bond.

CALHOUN HOTEL and COFFEE SHOP
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME

May 1-2—Bombay Clipper, Drums of Congo.

—

May 4—Always In My Heart, Walter Huston and Kay Frances.
May 6-7—Cavalcade of Aviation, Menace of the Rising Sun.
May 7-8—King's Row, Anne Sheridan, Ronald Reagan.
May 8-9—We Were Dancing, Norma Shearer and Melvyn Douglas.

ARMY OFFICERS UNIFORMS

Mav 12-13—Gentlemen After Dark.

We are outfitting large numbers of reserve officers
who are entering active service.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.

May 14-15—How Green Was My Valley.
May 15-16—Captain <*f the Clouds.

Agrarian Come
Out Monday
The latest issue of The Agarian,
agricultural publication, will be
distributed Monday. This is the
first issue under the supervision of
the new staff headed by C. B.
Fellows of Newberry arid C. A.
James III, of Dumont, N. J.
The guest editorial, "Plan Now—
A Post War Agricultural Program,"
is written by M. E. Abrams, state
senator of Newberry County. Other articles include "The Agarian
Presents Ben E. Goodale." "The
Clemson College Dairy Plant," by
Edwin B. Collins, "History of the
Department of Agriculture," by
Jack Schaffer, and
"Gone With
the River," by Ed Hugenin.
His only
extravagance is clothes,
and his prized possession is an
Italian cameo ring.

WELCOME
TO

PETE'S

Trustees To Meet
Here May 22
The Board of Trustees of the
Clemson Foundation will hold their
annual meeting at the College in
the office of President R. F. Poole
at eight o'clock, Friday night, May
22.
The trustees of the Foundation
are Cecil L..' Ried, president, A. G.
Stanford, vice-president, J. H.
Woodward, secretary-treasurer, A,
B. Taylor, F. Porter Caughman
Chas. N. Gignilliat, and Julian
Robertson.

COLLEGE CAFE
—and—

SANDWICH
SHOP
"The Pride Of Clemson"
Offers this week a steak
dinner to this outstanding
Clemson Cadet

NO. 1

14 PENDLETON ST,
GREENVILLE, S. C.

Palm Beach Formals And Suits
See Them At—

HOKE SLOAN'S
S14.50 and $19.50
New Spring Merchandise Arriving.
TIES—SHIRTS—SOCKS
"I am Ready For Taps Ball, Are You?"

EARLE ROBERTS
President of Rising Senior
Class

CLEMSON STUDENTS

We Serve Western
Steaks Exclusively

ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

Regular Dinners
and Short
Orders
George Cavalaris, Owner
Member of IPTAY

GREENVILLE, S. C.

C. Y. THOMASON CO.
CONTRACTING ENGINEERS

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

—AT—

May 13-14—The Invaders.
Mav 14-15—Ball of Fire.

Genial Bobby Byrne, young master of the trombone, will bring his
famous band to the campus May 8 and 9, playing for the annual
Taps Ball dance series. Byrne is one of the youngest band leaders
in America today being slightly over twenty. He has received wide
recognition for his unique#and danceable arrangements.

CARRIED IN STOCK

May 9—About Face and This Was Paris.

May 11-12—Remember the Day, Colbert and John Payne.

Bobby Byrne, this year's "Young
Man of Music," will bring his band
here next week-end to play for
Taps Ball, annual dance given by
the Central Dance Association in
honor of the staff of the Clemson's
yearbook.
Jake Colvin, CDA president, expects this to be one of the largest
and best dances of the season. With
the dance roster filling at a rapid
rate, the dance commitee is making arrangements to accommodate
approximately three hundred girls.
Bonner Manly, managing editor
of The Tiger, has
completed arrangements with the Anderson Radio station to broadcast a dance
program from the Field House during each of the
three scheduled
dances.
Sponsoring for the dances will
be the dates of senior Taps staff.
They are Miss Jackie Wellborn, of
Anderson, for Editor Jimmie Dixon;
Miss Jane Dixon, of Spartanburg,
for Business Manager Mack Alman; Miss Adelaide Thomson, of
Abbeville, for Art Editor Pinky
Woodhurst; Miss Carolyn Long, of
Charlotte, for Art Editor Duck Kinder; Miss Catherine Little, of
Greenville, for literary Editor Bill
Poe Miss' Sara Bell, of Dillon, for
Sports Editor J. P. Hodges; and
Miss Eleanor Mosely, of Anderson,
for Vic Foster.
The dance series will consist of,
Friday night formal, the Saturday
afternoon tea dance, and the Saturday night informal.
Byrne, heralded last year as "the
young man of music" for this season, played the entire summer at
the Glen Island Casino, then went
to Broadway for three weeks, and
then to the Meadowbrook.
At the Medowbrook, his click was
immense
and instantaneous, so
immense and instanteneous, so
much that he was immedately engaged for a return on Christmas
Day for a longer engagement, with
his ex-boss, Jimmy Dorsey, sand-'
witched in between his two appearances there. He then went to New
Orleans for a record breaking engamenet at the Hotel Rooscevelt.
Vocalists with the band will be
attractive Dorthy Claire and Jimmy Palmer.
Dorothy, who has been singing
since she was old enough to talk,
first sang With Joaquin Gills band,
then with Bob Crosby. After a
year with Crosby, she came to
Byrne when he organized his band.
The petite singer, only five feet
three inches tall, went to Miller
in January of last year but came
back to the Byrne band within
three months.
Palmer, the male vocalist is the
oldest member of the outfit. He is
twenty-seven years old. He also is
a charter member of band, and
is a dancer as well as a singer,
and does a little comedy act on
the side. Favorite with Palmer are
Debussy, Cole Porter, Jack Benny,
Texas, spaghetti, football, streaks,
blondes. Cricket is his idea of the
most useless sport known to man.

SAM'S LUNCH ROOM

GREENVILLE, S. C.

May 11—Virginia, Technicolor.

Honor All American
Year Book Staff

ANDERSON, S. C.

Saturday Night, May 2—Blondy's Blessed Event.
May 4-5—Sullivan's Travels, Joel McRae, Veronica Lake.

Bobby Byrne Will
Furnish Music At
Dance Series

SULLIVAIVT
HARDWARE CO. 1 ^
Anderson, South Carolina

GREENWOOD, S. C.

BUILDERS OF THE NEW

CLEMSON STADIUM
/*»

